Rounded multi-level microchannels with orifices made in one exposure enable aqueous two-phase system droplet microfluidics.
Exposure of a negative photoresist-coated glass slide with diffused light from the backside through a mask with disconnected features provides multi-level rounded channels with narrow orifices in one exposure. Using these structures, we construct microfluidic systems capable of creating aqueous two-phase system droplets where one aqueous phase forms droplets and the other aqueous phase forms the surrounding matrix. Unlike water-in-oil droplet systems, aqueous two-phase systems can have very low interfacial tensions that prevent spontaneous droplet formation. The multi-level channels fabricated by backside lithography satisfy two conflicting needs: (i) the requirement to have narrowed channels for efficient valve closure by channel deformation and (ii) the need to have wide channels to reduce the flow velocity, thus reducing the capillary number and enhancing droplet formation.